The Belousiha River
Kola Peninsula, Russia

The Belousiha River has a number of
characteristics that differentiate it
from other rivers in the Kola Peninsula.
The first is that it is a tributary of a
much larger river and therefore fishes
well in very high water. Belousiha has
been known to provide sport when the
main rivers are suffering a raging flood.
Secondly, the Belousiha never colours, even when the water is high. In this
sense it is similar to many Icelandic rivers where it is possible sometimes to see
salmon reacting to your flies.

Thirdly, compared to the more famous rivers of the Kola, Belousiha is an
intimate stream. In many places it is just 10 to 15 metres wide and only on a
handful of stretches more than 40. However, most seasons very large 100cm
plus salmon are caught in this little river and much bigger ones are sometimes
seen. This is because Belousiha is a tributary of the mighty Voronya which
historically was run by some of the largest salmon in the entire Kola region.
These big fish still exist and some of them like to swim up the Belousiha. In
general, big fish from small rivers are rather rare. Not so on Belousiha.

Yet another special feature of this special river concerns how it is fished.
Belousiha is not a classic cast and step river with open banks and masses of
space. To fish Belousiha requires some walking – typically 2 or 3 km a day and
sometimes 5 or 6 km if you would like to see the “Canyon”. There are a
surprising variety of pools with many wonderful holes, streams, rapids and silent
reaches. On a typical day, you will fish one section with great care and attention
to detail and then leave the water, walk a few hundred metres and repeat the
process on another stretch – but this time you might be tempted to try an
entirely different approach: maybe a hitch or dry fly.

Belousiha flows through a number of lakes high up in the system before
concentrating into a 12 km stream that eventually spills out in to the Voronya.
As well as Atlantic salmon, there are sea trout, brown trout and grayling which
all reach specimen sizes. There are pink salmon as well which can sometimes
provide sport when the Atlantic are keeping quiet.
Belousiha is a river of contrast. Guests like to alternate days between Belousiha
and the mighty Voronya. In some ways Belousiha is a good river for novices,
since long casts are seldom required and the salmon often show themselves to
provide encouragement. But it also an enjoyable challenge to the seasoned
expert, especially later in the season when a delicate approach is required to
provoke a take.
Taken together, these special features combine to make Belousiha a unique Kola
destination. The river has now become quite well known and a first choice for
many salmon anglers who love to catch salmon on single handed rods.

The Voronya River
The river Voronya was once, arguably,
the most productive of Kola rivers, and
the huge salmon that ran its 150 km
length were the stuff of legend.
Unfortunately, in the mid-1960s a series
of hydro schemes restricted salmon to
the lower 26 kms of the system where
heavy poaching reduced the river
population to a shadow of its former self.
However, the good news is that this wonderful river has passed into the care of
the Belousiha Lodge management team. It is now guarded 24/7 and in recent
seasons has produced excellent catches. The river provides proof, if proof were
needed, that salmon do not lose their genetic memory. Many visitors have stated
the opinion that the Voronya is once again a world class destination for those
looking for a real monster.
The Voronya ranges from 50 to up to 150 metres across in some places. Unlike
its famous tributary, Veronya does not require any long walks; you will be driven
to the river and, depending on the beat, transported further by boat. Then it is
simply a matter of casting and stepping to cover the water. It is possible to
wade all day leaving only to take lunch. The wading is mostly over small stones
and gravel. Seasoned flyfishers have declared it a pleasure to fish compared to
difficult, boulder strewn beats encountered on some Kola rivers.
The upper beat is close to the dam but thereafter Voronya offers a wonderful
range of features to work with – big streams, islands, deep holes, shallow runs.
Eventually you reach a spectacular canyon which spills out above another island
beat called the ‘twins pool’; this is a very exciting place to fish.
As well as multi-winter salmon & grilse,
the Voronya attracts a big run of sea
trout – especially in the second half of
the season. These average 500g to
1500g but 5 kg fish turn up occasionally.
The possibility of fishing both intimate
Belousiha and mighty Voronya on the
same visit has become a huge attraction
and many guests from the last few
years have now become regulars.

Kit
Rods
For the early weeks of the season,
when water levels can be high, a single
hand #7-9 or a switch-rod weighted
between #5 and #7 will be suitable
for 99% of the time. There are only a
handful of pools that can’t be covered
with a single-hander but arguably the
switch gives better line control.
However in high summer the water
level can drop right down, and delicate presentation is required to move fish in the
crystal clear water. In such conditions, a #5 weight single-hander is the best tool.
Reel
On the Belousiha, any good reel will suffice provided it has a reliable, smooth drag and
backing line capacity of at least 150 yards. It is also useful to have extra spools with
different fly lines loaded
Lines
At the beginning of season we use floating and intermediate lines with 9 – 11 meters
Weight/ Forward head. From the middle of July we also use lighter W/F floating lines
with long 14 meter heads, to allow for a delicate presentation of the fly. Through the
whole season it is good to have different sinking and intermediate tippets. These will
help in high water and deeper pools.
Leaders
Length 6 – 9 feet. Diameter 0.25 – 0.33 mm.
Flies
Almost all well-known Atlantic salmon flies work on the rivers of the Kola Peninsula. At
the beginning of season we use different patterns, tied on copper tubes or with
tungsten cones. The river has many deep spots with fast current and rapids, that’s why
a heavy fly is sometimes needed. From mid-July we usually fish smaller, classic patterns
tied on 6-8-10 hooks and sometimes smaller. Skaters, bombers and hitches work
throughout the season on warmer days. There are some classic dry fly pools on the
river.

Top 5 most working flies of the river Belousiha:
•
•
•

Cascade
Stoat Tail
Frances

•
•

Willie Gun
Collie Dog

All of these and many other flies can be bought at the lodge.

Camp
Belousiha River Lodge is located on a
plateau in the Arctic tundra. Set
amongst birch trees and rocky
escarpments, the lodge overlooks the
picturesque home pool of the Belousiha.
The camp is located just 150 km from
Murmansk and happily does not require
helicopter flights. The best beats on
Belousiha are reached by walking 3 to 5
kms daily or by quad bike. The mighty
Voronya River is just a short drive away.
The infrastructure of the camp is well
developed but as soon as you set off you
will be in a pristine arctic wilderness.

Lodging
We have available for our guests, compact, twin-bedded cabins which we call
“red roofs”.
These each have electricity 24/7, European standard sockets, two comfortable
beds, spacious cupboards and a table where you can tie flies.
The air temperature inside is regulating by an electro-heater. Dark curtains
shade your room from the 24-hour summer polar sun. There is a small terrace
outside where you can relax after your day’s fishing.

Lodging Lux
Starting in the 2018 season, we can
offer our guests accommodation in
the new VIP lodge – “ Grey House”,
available on a ‘first come, first
served’ basis. This new building
consists of two twin-bed rooms in
spacious, Scandinavian style
apartments.

Each apartment has a rest area, workspace and capacious storage space. Each
has an en-suite bathroom with a hot water shower, sink, toilet, bidet and heated
floors. There is also a drying closet for fishing equipment in the hallway. Later
in the season you can watch for the often spectacular northern lights from the
small summer terrace.

Canteen
The canteen is located on the edge of plateau which has beautiful views over
the Belousiha River. The canteen is the social centre of the camp. 24/7 you can
comfortably sit on the sofa in front of our satellite TV, take coffee or tea,
share your success with friends and discuss strategy with guides for the next
fishing day. You can also send emails if you need to stay in touch. Alternatively
you can take a beer and look out the window for salmon jumping in the home
pool.
Each morning, the canteen
serves a choice of sustaining
breakfasts to set you up for
the day. Before setting off for
the river there will be lunch
boxes, fruit and water to take
with you. These supplies contain
all of the energy you need to
search for your next trophy
salmon.
In the evening our excellent chefs serve traditional dishes of both Russian and
European cuisine, often using local game and seafood. There is also a bar where
you can find good wines, whisky, vodka and a selection of cold beers.

Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shower with regular hot water, toilets, and sauna every evening.
Drying room for fishing equipment and wet clothes.
Big summer gazebo for relaxing and barbeques.
In the camp two Russian operators provide coverage: Megafon and MTS.
Internet: The camp territory is covered by a Wi-Fi network.
Satellite TV.
Transport: For making your way to/from fishing pools easier we use
automobiles and quads. For travelling on the rivers we use motor boats.

Arrival Day
Our driver will collect guests from Murmansk airport each Friday, ideally
between 13:00 to 15:00 local time. By microbus, the journey to the camp takes
around 3 hours. If you need to buy anything (for example batteries, toiletries,
etc.) please let the driver know at the airport. There will be no chances to shop
after leaving Murmansk. To repeat: there will be no chances to shop after
leaving Murmansk.
On the arrival at the lodge, our staff will help you settle in and get acquainted
with the camp’s infrastructure and schedule. After dinner, the guides will
explain the fishing program and beat rotation. Before fishing at the camp, it is
compulsory to disinfect equipment and gear. The rivers and guides are rested on
Friday, and fishing begins Saturday morning.
Fishing day timetable
•
•
•
•
•
•

08.00 - Breakfast
09.00 – Departure to the river
13.00 – Lunch on the river
18.00 – Return to the camp
19.00 - Sauna
20.30 – Dinner

Departure day
•
•

08.00 - Breakfast
10.00 – Departure from the camp
(Departure time can be changed according to schedule of flight)

Useful information
Caring for fish
It is our policy to return most of our Atlantic salmon unless they have been
deeply hooked and are unlikely to survive.
Please pay attention to some rules which helps you to treat the fish.
•
•

Never pick up a fish by its tail.
Never drag a fish up onto the bank.

•
•
•

Keep the fish in the water as much as possible while unhooking and
photographing it.
Never handle a fish with dry hands.
Use barbless hooks (pinching down barbs is sufficient) and do not use treble
hooks.

Health and safety
Please ensure that you have active medical insurance. If you have a condition
which requires special assistance or dietary requirements, please tell us in
advance. In case of medical emergencies, the nearest hospital is in Murmansk; 3
hours by road.

Gratuities
Our staff work very hard to making your visit to our lodge as comfortable as
possible. If you are happy with our service, we would be glad if you express your
appreciation by payment of a discretionary tip. We recommend that guests leave
overall between 10% and 20% of the tour price. At the end of the fishing week,
we will offer you two envelopes. One will be for gratuities for the guides, and
the other for staff.

BELOUSIHA RIVER
SEASON 2020

PROGRAM: 2 RIVERS (BELOUSIHA + VORONYA)
The price is specified in £s
June
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

13.0620.06
20.0627.06
July
27.0604.07
04.0711.07
11.0718.07
18.0725.07
25.07 01.08
August
01.0808.08
08.0815.08
15.0822.08
22.0829.08

The
maximum
quantity
of Rods

The price for 1
Rod

8

2750

3250

8

3650

4150

The price for 1
Rod new double
room

13
14

29.0805.09
05.0912.09
12.0919.09

Belousiha +
Voronya*
Belousiha +
Voronya*
RIVERS

8

3650

4150

10

3650

4150

10

3650

4150

8

3650

4150

8

3000

3500

Belousiha +
Voronya*
Belousiha +
Voronya
Belousiha +
Voronya
Belousiha +
Voronya
Belousiha +
Voronya
RIVERS

8

2750

3250

8

2750

3250

8

2500

2750

8

2000

2500

September
12

RIVERS

Belousiha
Voronya
Belousiha
Voronya
Belousiha
Voronya
Belousiha
Voronya

+
+
+
+

RIVERS

8

1900

2400

8

1900

2400

8

1900

2400

Belousiha +
Voronya
Belousiha +
Voronya
Belousiha +
Voronya

* A period when the river Voronya most susceptible to regulation of the
hydroelectric power station.

Please note that the River Voronya is regulated by a hydro-electric scheme and
levels can vary, although in our experience the river fishes well at most levels.
The River Belousiha is without a hydro scheme and regardless of level, always
runs clear.

Luxury accommodation is available on a ‘first come, first served’ basis. For an
additional 500 Euros per person, two rooms are available for two anglers per room.
These spacious Scandi-style rooms each have an ensuite shower and toilet, plus an
exclusive strong Wi-Fi connection

The regular price includes:
Transfers: Murmansk – BELOUSIHA RIVER LODGE – Murmansk.
Accommodation (living in a shared 2-bed chalet) at Belousiha River Lodge.
3 meals per day (breakfast, lunch on the river, dinner).
Beer, vodka and all non-alcoholic beverages and bottled water at the Lodge.
Shower, sauna.
Fishing guides – one guide for two anglers.
Fishing license for 6 full days of fishing.

The price does not include:
Private transfers. Renting rods (100 Euros per week), Wine and other alcoholic
beverages will be charged. Gratuities for the staff (recommended 10-20%).
Accommodation in Murmansk. Excursions in Murmansk. The acquisition of air and rail
tickets.

We look forward to fishing with you in the not too distant future.

Richard Sheard
WORLD SPORT FISHING LTD

TYTHE HOUSE, STAPLOE RD, WYBOSTON, BEDS, MK44 3AT
PHONE: 01480 403 293 • FAX:01480 403 292
E.MAIL: RICHARD@WORLDSPORTFISHING.COM

worldsportfishing.com

